Overall Transportation Plan Project Identifier: AZ-1

Roadway Project: Southwest Bypass - Wolf Ranch Pkwy To Leander Rd

Location: Wolf Ranch Pkwy to Leander Rd

Project Description: New construction of Southwest Bypass from Wolf Ranch Pkwy to Leander Rd.

Issue Addressed: Mobility, Bottleneck, Economic Development

The City of Georgetown has committed to construction of Wolf Ranch Pkwy and Southwest Bypass to complete the connection from SH 29/DB Wood Rd. to Leander Rd. Southwest Bypass will provide a high capacity north/south thoroughfare to relieve traffic from Williams Dr. (to I-35) and the western portion of Georgetown.

Proposed Roadway: 6 Lanes

Right of Way Acquisition: Yes

Anticipated 2035 Average Daily Traffic: 80,000 Vehicles

Functional Classification: Freeway

Anticipated Start Date: 2017

Anticipated End Date: 2020
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